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INTRODUCTION

According to the definitions of validity, logical entailment
and deducibility offered in the usual textbooks of logic, an
inference such as 'it rains and it does not rain; therefore, the
moon is made of cheese' is valid, its premises logicaUy entail
its conclusion, and this is deduced from those.t The current
logical systems, built in accordance with these definitions allow
for a formal justification of that inference. But the logical
judgment shocks the layman's intuitions, which tend to con-
sider "illogical" and unsound an argument like the one cited
above, whose premises 'have nothing to do with the conclu-
sion' . Many logicians have adhered to this intuition and sustain
that there is no deducibility if there is no connection between
the contents of premises and the conclusion; that is, if there
is no "relevance" between premises and conclusion. In harmo-
ny with this idea, formal systems that do not allow reasonings
like that mentioned above have been designed, and they permit
the building of a deducibility relation different from the classic
one. These systems are generally known as "relevant logics".

The main task of this paper is to critically analize the claim
that the usual classic analysis of the notion of deducibility is,
in a sense, wrong, and should be replaced by another one, along
the line indicated by some relevant logic. The first two sec-
tions are devoted to the book Entailment by Anderson and

1 Notice that usual technical tenninology pennita the logical judgement to be
formulated in three equivalent ways. It could be noted also that deducibUity is
understood as the converse of logical implication.
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Belnapa , the most complete and elaborated work on relevant
logic, because of the treatment in extenso of the formal and
philosophical aspects of the problem. In I, I describe briefly
the content of this work and some of its philosophical thesis;
in II, I examine the arguments in it, offered against the classical
analysis of deducibility. In section III, I consider arguments
from other authors with similar views. Finally, I deal in section
IV with the status and usefulness of the formal systems for
relevant logic. The general thesis of this article is that the
attack on the classical analysis of deducibility is ill-founded,
and that the necessity of replacing it by something taken from
a relevant logic is far from having been proved. In the last sec-
tion it is suggested that, nevertheless, research in this field
can be useful in the formal analysis of several problems.

I. ANDERSON AND BELNAP'S ENTAILMENT

There are not many books in which systems of alternative
logics are defended with the passion and vehemence shown in
Anderson and Belnap's Entailment. In many passages -of
subtle humor- the book seems to be advocating a true crusade
against terrible logical heresies rather than to a mere technical
discussion on logical-philosophical topics. A & B's divergence
from the points of view of standard logic (alluded to as "the
Official view" and "the opposition" [to them, of course])
consists in that they understand and characterize in another
way the key notion of logical deducibility. Both of them
mantain that. this relation has two basic propierties: necessity
and relevance. But logicians have abandoned this last requisite
in accepting the validity of such inferences as 'it rains and it
does not rain; therefore, the moon is made of cheese' , whose
premise is not relevant for the conclusion, in the sense that
(approximately) there is no meaning connection between

2 I shaH quote volume I of this work with the simple abbreviation 'A & B',
which I shaH occuionaHy use to refer to the authors. I !dve complete references
of the works cited in the Bibliography at the end.
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thems , A & B define entailment (a relation they symbolize
with '~') as the converse of deducibility and propose to
characterize this notion formally in the sense in which C.1.
Lewis tried to characterize logical implication formally with
systems like 54 or 55 . A great deal of A & B's book is devoted
to the construction of a formal system suitable for the cha-
racterization of a concept of entailment imbued with the two
previously mentioned characteristics of necessity and rele-
vance. The final product of those efforts is system E. This
system is gradually constructed. Chapter I (pp. 3-106) deals
with "the pure calculus of entailment" (the fragment of E
whose formulas have as sole connective 4') obtained, basically,
through the fusion of two logical systems: the pure implica-
tional fragment of Lewis' 84, and R, a calculus equivalent to
certain logical systems studied before by Moh and Church.
The reason for the choice of 84 and R as starting points is
that, according to A & B, the first system is useful for forma-
lizing the notion of necessity, and the second one is useful
for characterizing relevance (more exactly: they are useful for
analizing the formal laws of conditional connectives whose
meanings have, respectively, the nuances of necessity or rele-
vance). In chapter II (pp. 10749) the study is broadened,
and formulas containing ''V' and '~' are considered. In the
next chapter formulas with the structure 'A~B', where 'A'
and 'B' pertain to truth-functional propositional logic are
investigated (pp. 150-230). The construction of E finalizes in
chapter IV, where all the formulas that can be constructed
with ,~, and the usual connectives are considered. Afterwards,
a chapter is devoted to neighbor systems of E and an appendix
to logical-grammatical questions. The treatment that A & B
give to E's construction is not purely formal. As they progress,
they justify the different formal decisions adopted, pointing
out the intuitive exigencies leading to them, and discussing

3 The other requirement -nece88ity- is best accepted, Nevertheless, it is inte-
restin$l:to observe that the texts of logic often give two different definitions of the
notion of validity and that only one of them conveys note of a neee88ity. I deal
with this in full detail in section 2 of my work 'La 1000caformal: III naturaleza y
limites',
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philosophically those intuitions. In different passagesof the
book, for instance philosophical arguments are offered to
justify the choice of 84 over 85 in characterizing the notion
of necessity. A & B's research is completed with metalogical
results, comparisions with other systems, etc.

By means of E, A & B seek to provide general formal laws
of entailment (e. g. '(A-+B)-+«B-+C)-+ (A-+C»' ),andlaws to
indicate the deductive relations that hold between formulas
of the usual propositional logic (e. g. 'A & B -+ A ') too. But
due to the supposition that there is no deducibility without
relevance -lacking in the usual logical theories-, E contains a
revision of the list of inferences admitted in the logic of truth
functions. This revision is rather drastic in many respects: ve-
nerable rules like modus ponens, disjunctive syUogism, etc.,
fall. To justify this deep reform of the existent logic, A & B
devote many pages to attacking fiercely the opinion -contrary
to the leading intuition of the book- that relevance is not a
necessary condition of entailment. The attacks are of diverse
kinds, from 'ad hominem jokes at the expense of the opposi-
tion' (A & B, p. xxii), to more elaborated logical or philoso-
phical arguments tending to show that always, when lacking
relevance, we are facing an inadmisible deduction. Naturally,
the usual definition of deduction is not used. What they try
to show is that, somehow, that definition is defective because
of its failure to capture a certain requisite demanded by our
intuitive, pre-systematic concept of deduction. The main
arguments are scattered over the book and brought up where-
ver a related technical topic is treated. I shall consider in
detail those arguments in the next section.

II. THE ARGUMENTS OF ANDERSON AND BELNAP

1. The argumentation based on intuitive rejection

The argumcnt to which A & B more often tum to persuade
the reader that deducibility demands relevance is simply the
appeal to the intuition that there is no real deduction when
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the premise" is not relevant to the conclusion. This intuitive
rejection is often used as evidence throughout the book. I Will
give a few examples and afterwards make some comments on
the value of this kind of argumentation.

(i) According to A & B (p. 5), FH-+, a system equivalent to
the pure implicational fragment of Heyting's intuitionistic
logic, formalizes some traits of entailment. Nevertheless,that
system contains the theorem 'A-+.B-+A', of which A & B
affirm that:

But here we come upon a theorem wich shocks our in-
tuitions (at least our untutored intuitions), (... ), the prin-
ciple seems outrageous -such at least is almost certain to
be the initial reaction to the theorem, as anyone who has
taught elementary logic very well knows (p. 12).

If we read '-+' in the sense of entailment, it can be interpre-
tated that the rejection of the theorem is based on conside-
rations of relevance: the theorem would be wrong because it
is not intuitively acceptable that from a statement A it could
be deduced that any statement B (possibly 'thematically
unconnected' from A) permits us to deduce A. This example
presents nevertheless another complication, namely that the
theorem can be rejected without making any reference to
relevance: it can be shown that it does not cope with the
demand of necessity imposed on entailment.s A & B recognize
this, but they think that our intuition -or that of theappren-
tice in logic- rejects the theorem both for reasons of necessity
and of relevance (see comment on p. 14, supro). To show
that ordinary intuitions consider relevance as a necessary
condition of entailment, it would be convenient to give an

4 The grammar of '-+' uks for one-premise inferences.
5 That is, we have no guarantee that if the antecedent of 'A -+. B -+ A ' is true,

then its eonsequent mlUt neceual'ily be MJ too. Logicians admit that from a nee-
euary statement we can deduce only, necesury statements. Then, replacing 'A' for
a contingently true statement and 'B' for a necessary statement, the formula wiD
have a true antecedent and a falee consequent.
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example is which the rejection of a certain formula could
solely be attributed to questions of relevance. With this
purpose in mind, A & B analize 'A-+.B-+B', a formula resisted
also by the freshman and clearly objectionable because of
considerations of relevance (it is easy to giveexamples of this
formula in which the antecedent has no meaning connection
with the consequent), but without parallel difficulties in
relation with the requisite of necessitye, A & B's comments
on the two examples cited above show' that they consider
that intuitive rejections like those illustrated, provide grounds
against the validity of a formula.

(ii) On p. 329, a dialogue is imagined between an "Officer"
(0) and an "Advocate of relevance" (E). 0 rejects the con-
ditional 'If every signalhas a maximum velocity, then there is
a maximum velocity which no signal exceeds'. E makes him
note that if the conditional is interpreted as 'material', 0
should accept it since he admits the truth of the theory of
relativity and, therefore, the truth of the consequent. 0 makes
clear that what he meant was that 'there was no way of
arguing correctly from the antecedent to the consequent'. E
suggests then that, when trying to make such a deduction, we
would be able to use, added to the antecedent, other relevant
premises. 0 assents and E gives the death blow: using also
Einstein's theory we can deduce the consequent from the
antecedent. But that is possible only if we are using the "of-
ficial" theory of deduction. If relevance restrictions are im-
posed, the deduction-will not be legitimate because, in the
analized inference, the consequent is deduced from the an-
tecedent and other premises (extracted from the theory
of relativity), but the antecedent itself is superfluous, since
really only the premises added are used in the process. In that
case, one of the premises used is irrelevant to the conclusion
and that invalidates the. reasoning from the point of view of
relevant logic. Because of this, 0 has difficulties to justify his
intuition that the conditional is false: 'material' implication

6 Since 'B -+ B' cannot be falee, it is triviaDy true ih.t if the antecedent of
'A -+; B -+ B' ill true, its consequent mlUt be 80 too:
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would make it true and, if he appeals to an 'enthimematic-
deductive' interpretation, according to which a conditional is
true when its consequent is deduced from the antecedent
with the possible aggregateof other true premises, such inter-
pretation will lead him again to the verification of the con-
ditional, in view of the "official" logic to which he adheres'
(and his acceptance of the truth of the theory ofrelativity).
The conduct of 0 in the face of this logical tight corner is
disappointing: two phrases later he is heard saying, 'I think
I hear my mother calling me' and exits. The moral A & B
seem to draw from this is that his logical intuitions are
incompatible with a theory of deduction without relevance.
Certain intuitions about conditionals are used, then, to
support the thesis ofrelevant logic..

(iii) In many passages of the book one of the stronger
intuitions on which they basethemselvesis cited: the resolute
rejection provoked by the inference A & A / B, in view of
the total lack of connection of meaning between its premise
and its conclusion (see, for instance, pp. 151 and ff.). The
existence of this strong intuition among laymen is undis-
putable, and very well known to those who teach elementary
logic -to refer to a ground to which A & B often resort to
make a judgement.

How can one evaluate the argumentative force of these
appeals to ordinary intuitions? I willnot fall into the extrem
position of denyingthem relevance.The truth isthat intuitions
are irreplaceable. Every construction of a logical system
consists in the formal elaboration of intuitions. Neither will
I deny the existence of intuitions to which A & B appeal.
On the contrary, I think that many of them -especially the
one cited in (iii) - are widely felt. Nonetheless, in what
follows I will try to indicate some reasons why - in the case
we are studying- the intuitions resorted to do not have
the weight attributed to them.

7 In fact, Faris has shown thill 'enthimematic-deductive' interpretation of the
conditional to be equivalent to giYjng it the truth. conditions of the materialcondi-
tional, if we UBeordinary logic (see further on, Bection IV).
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I shall note first that the logical intuitions of the layman
differ considerably in their resistance to systematic argumen-
tation. The student who begins studies in logic often carries
with him many intuitive convictions, some of which are in
conflict with the current logical doctrines. But when the con-
flict appears, many of the previous convictions weaken and
disappear: the student is convinced, by the reasons presented
to him, that some of his previous beliefs were false. Some
other times a previous intuition isvery strong and the elements
of standard logic are not sufficient to erradicate it. Two
examples are appropriate. Generally, students have intuitions
favorable to the validity of forms of inference like the
negation of the antecedent and the affirmation of the con-
sequent; nevertheless, they admit that they were mistaken
when offered the usual explanations. The previous intuition
does not resist the theoretical argumentation. Some other
times the contrary happens. The intuition that the falsity of
an antecedent on its own does not render false a conditional
of everyday language, rarely disappears from the minds of
the more acute students with the usual logical argumentations.
I believe this difference between more or less resistence to
usual logical argumentation is important to evaluate the pro-
batory force of certain intuitions. Scientific research, in all
fields, often leads to conclusions not previously obvious, and
many of them contradict previousconvictions. It is, then, usual
for a person to abandon common sense convictions if he con-
siders, more or less consciously, that the evidence provided
by some research is more compelling, or more convincing,
than the intuitive reasons that previously guided him. I think
that it is perfectly natural to say that the intuitions on which
A & B are basing their case should be considered conclusive
evidence against the prevalent logiconly if they can effectively
resist the argumentations of such logical theory. If,. on the
contrary, such intuitions decline in front of a contrary logical
argumentation, their probatory force will be seriously dimin-
ished. Now, I think this is what happens with respect to the
principal intuitions on which A & B's arguments are based. In
(iii) I pointed out the existence of a strong intuitive rejection
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many times alluded to by A & B, of the form of inference
A & A / B. But I will expound in section II.3 a well known
argument of Lewis that proves the validity of this from starting
from logical rules of an overwhelming obviousness. Experien-
ces with students of logic -that A & B usually consider to be
completely relevant- seem to indicate that, when confronted
with this argument, the students usually have their intuitions
overhauled and accept the existence of perfectly natural forms
of inference whose reiterated use leads to non obvious conse-
quences. Students seem to accept willingly that not every
"logical fact" is obvious, and that many are accepted simply
because of being the consequence of other obvious facts. To
tip the scales in favour of A & B's intuitions it would be
necessary to show that the intuitions on which the Lewis
argument is based are weaker, or that the argument has some
detectable theoretical fault. I will postpone this discussion
until section 11.3. My intention in this section was only to in-
dicate my argumentative strategy against the intuitive evidence
exhibited by A & B. Briefly, the strategy will be this: I accept
the existence and the relevance of the intuitions mentioned
by A & B; but I will allege that they shock other stronger and
more basic intuitions, and I will point out also theoretical
reasons of another kind to give preeminence to these.

2. The criterion of the editor of a mathematical journal

A & B propose in pp. 17-8 a mental experiment:

Imagine, if you can, a situation as follows. A mathematician
writes a paper On Banach spaces, and after proving a couple
of theorems he concludes with a conjecture. As a footnote
to the conjecture, he writes: 'In addition to its intrinsic
interest, this conjecture has connections with other parts
of mathematics (... ) For example, if the conjecture is true,
then the first order functional calculus is complete; whereas
if it is false, then it implies that Fermat's last conjecture is
correct.'
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What would the editor of a mathematical journal do if a
paper like this were submitted to him? In A & B's story the
editor makesitclear that, although the article isacceptable, the
footnote is not and will not be published. I have no objection
so far. I do not doubt that this would happen in such a situa-
tion. But, what reasons would the editor have to refuse the
footnote publication? Let us see what A & B have to say.

The mathematician in the story tries to justify the conclu-
sions of his footnote saying, more or less, this: the first order
functional calculus is complete, and it is necessarily so; there-
fore, anything implies this fact ~particulary the proposed
conjecture. It is clear in the context that this 'implies' (like
the 'if ... then' of the quotation) has the meaning of logical
implication. If A is a statement of the completeness theorem,
and B is the mathematician's conjecture, his reasoning is an
follows: if A is necessarily true, it can be inferred that any
statement implies it; in particular, B implies A. (It is not ne-
cessary to analyze the second conditional in the mathemati-
cian's footnote for the analysis of A & B's opinions, nor for
the analysis of my criticism. Remarks similar to those we are
going to make with respect to the first conditional apply to
it; we only have to analize the idea that what is impossible
implies anything).

A & B think that the footnote would not be accepted by
the editor because he would consider the conclusion 'If B
then A' to be false with the meaning accorded to the 'If ...
then'. If would be false because without relevance there is no
deducibility and therefore B does not imply A. The reasoning
that led to that conclusion would be a fallacy of relevance.
The first conditional in the footnote of the mathematician
would not be turned down because of being trivially true, or
because of being uninteresting to a mathematician; it would
be strictly false.

The context suggests that A & B·do not use this story as a
mere illustration; it seemsrather to be that through this story,
they try to show a fact favorable to their thesis. It would be
briefly this: mathematicians in fact do not publish -know-
ingly, at least- affirmations of logical implication whose
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antecedent has a clumsy irrelevance with respect to the con-
sequent. A mental experiment like this one plausiblyconvinces
us that an editor would refuse to publish something of this
kind. This fact suggeststhat relevance of a logical implication
affirmation is a necessary condition for the mathematician
with regard to the acceptability of something for possible pu-
blication. I completely agree with A & B so far. But they
sustain that this inadmissibility is basedon the detected falsity
of a statement. A & B do not justify this interpretation of the
refusal; besides, there is evidenceagainst it which is favorable
to an alternative interpretation. Let us see.

First, an embarrassing circumstance must be pointed out:
using the logic ussually used by the mathematician, if A is
mathematically provable (like in the example) then it is true
that it is logically implied by B. Usual rules inevitably lead
to that conclusion. Nowadays, mathematicians often make
explicit the methods of proof they use, and some of these
-e.g. the unrestricted use of proofs by conditionalization-
lead to the alluded result, and support the truth of the
conditional rejected in the example.s The interpretation
that the rejection is due to an imputation of falsity can,
of course, be held -like A & B do-, at the price of sup-
posing an inconsistent behaviour in the mathematician
(rejecting as false, conditionals whose truth can be proved
with the methods of proof he explicitly accepts); a more
natural explanation would be preferable. Such an expla-
nation exists and is' strengthened through the consideration
of some "neutral" examples. We have only to suppose that,
to be acceptable for publication, a mathematical affirmation
needs not only to be true, but alsoto havea non trivial interest.
In other words: we should suppose that the mathematician
rejects (for publication) not only falsities, but also stupid

8 'B -+ A ' is obtained through conditionalization as fonows: Let us fonnulate
A by means of the conditional 'L is a (here comes an adequate description
of elemental functional calculus) ::> L is complete' which we shall abbreviate
'A 1 :::>A:z.'.A2 can be deduced from A 1 (in symbols: A 1 I-A2) with the helf of
the completeness theorem According to usual logic, deduction is preserved i we
extend the set of""premisea, and it holds that B, A 1 I-A2• By conditionalization
we obtainB I-A 1 ::>A2, which expresses the same as 'B --+A'.
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trutha.? This is obvious, as is also obvious that conditionals
like that of the example lack ofany interest. This provides
us with an explanation of the fact described by A & B which
does not require us to suppose the implicit adherence of the
mathematicians to the postulates of a relevant logic..Aneutral
example will strengthten these considerations. A & B consider
that there is an extensional sense of 'or' that satisfies the rule
of addition: A / A or B. Therefore, if a mathematician infers
from an interesting theorem C on Banach spaces the affirma-
tion that 'C or 2+2=5', his conclusion will he correct. If he
then affirms the conditional 'If C then C or 2+2=5' -using
'if ... then ... ' in the sense of logical implication- he will say
something true too, from the point of view of A & B's alter-
native logic (see A & B, p. 232). The reader can imagine
nonetheless what would happen to this mathematician if he
intends to publish these kind of conclusions. They will be of
course rejected as those in A & B's example were. But A & B
cannot explain the rejection now saying that the conditional
from the last example is false, because it is true even for the
relevant logic they defend. The explanation should be sought
in the lack of interest of the conditional, and pragmatic con-
siderations of this kind. It is clear, therefore, that very similar
rejections to the one in A & B's example, are based on motives
different from the charge of falsity. Thus, if we explain in
this way what happens in the previous example, we will avoid
the supposition that the mathematician has a strange inco-
herence, we will give a very natural explanation of what
happens in the mental experiment described, and... we will
disqualify one of A & B's arguments.

3. Criticism of Lewis' argument

Arguments trying to show that, if certain principles of infe-
rence are accepted an irrelevant proposition can be deduced

9 In fact, mathematicians employ "stupid" truths in their texts, e.g. as auxiliary
steps in a proof; but those statements are not presented as "important" eonehi-
mons, as the mathematician of the example wanted to present them.
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from a contradiction, are known from antiquity. One of them
has been recently divulged by Lewis and Langford (Symbolic
Logic, pp. 248-51). In it are used the following rules of infe-
rence:

Simplification (Simp.]: A & B / A A & B / B
Addition (Ad.): A / A vB;
Disjunctive Syllogism (D.S.): A V B, A / B;

With the rules mentioned we can arrive at an arbitrary state-
ment, starting from A &A.The proof -from now on 'Lewis'
argument'- is as follows:

l.A & 'VA
2.A
3. 'VA
4.A vB
5.B

(Premise)
. (1, Simp.)

(1, Simp.)
(2,Ad.)
(3,4, D.S.)

Lewis' argument is very interesting because it shows an
unexpected and anti-intuitive consequence of the reiterated
use of a few intuitive rules. There can be hardly any doubts
about the intuitive character of the rules. Simplification and
Disjunctive Syllogism are both very obvious and commonly
used. Only Addition raises some doubts in elementary logic
courses, but when you try to remove them, they tum out to
be doubts on the usefulness of the rule rather than doubts on
its validity. In any case, the rule is so obvious in many appli-
cations that we use it without consciously realizing it, like
when we apply a theorem oftheform 'a~ b ~ .. .' to a case in
which a=b. Now, if it is accepted thattheinference procedures
used in the argument exemplify natural forms of reasoning,
and that the reasonings they validate constitute "good deduc-
tions" in a pre-technical sense, a powerful evidence against the
theses of relevant logic will be at hand: there could be dedu-
cibility without relevance in an intuitive sense of the first
notion. It could be interpreted that our intuitive ideas on de-
duction, and some rules in agreement with them, have conse-
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quences of which we are not usually conscious, and that would
explain simultanously the existence of "irrelevant" deductions
and our pre-systematic conviction that such a thing is not
possible. Naturally, the followers of relevant logic could have
a defense against this if they could show Lewis' argument to
be defective in any way. This is exactly what A & B try
to prove. In what follows I will deal with their objections; I
will analize in Section III other possible attacks on the argu-
ment from the point of view of other authors.

A & B's criticism is a little twisted, consisting basically of
attacks on the irrestricted validity of Disjunctive Syllogism. Ac·
cording to them, (pp. 165-7), 'or' has often the purely exten-
sional sense usually attributed to it by logicians. But its sense
has sometimes intensional nuances and,then, relevance bet-
ween disjuncts is necessary for the truth of the disjunction.
The rute of Addition would be legitimate only with the 'or'
being extensional. This is plausible: if in certain examples
'or' is used to indicate, among other things, relevance bet-
ween the propositions connected, in that case the pro-
position A or B cannot be inferred from A, for any ar-
bitrary B, since A's being true is no warranty of A's being
relevant for any proposition whatsoever. Disjunctive Syl-
logism would be valid only with an intensional 'or'. Then,
the error of the argument considered by us would consist in a
fallacy of ambiguity: to obtain 4 from 2, 'v' must have the
usual extensional sense; but to obtain 5 from 3 and 4, 'v"
should be replaced by an intensional 'or'. For the complete
deduction to be valid, 4 would have to be understood in two
steps of the argument with divergent senses.

A & B's criticism is clearly outlined; but, why does Disjunc-
tive Syllogism ask for an intensional 'or'? A & B are far from
having given convincing reasons for this. When they first state
their objection (§ 16.1, pp. 163-7), they limitthemselves to re-
ferring the reader to three ulterior sections (§ 16.3, § 27.1.4.
and § 16.2.2) without giving there all.Y argument to support
the D.S. restriction they believe to be necessary. Only in the
first of the three sections do they try to argue against D.S.
used with extensional 'or', hut their closing phrase is '( ... )we
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do not claim that our argument on this point, such as it is, is
conclusive' (p. 177, A & B's underlining). The reservation is
justified. The argument alluded to by the quotation consists
in (1) observing that some disjunctions supporting D. S. have
an intensional character, noticeable because of supporting
(possibly counterfactual) subjunctive conditionals, whose an-
tecedent is the negation of one disjunct and whose conse-
quent is the other disjunct; (2) exhorting the reader to find
a disjunction supporting D. S. and not supporting a subjunctive
conditional like the one depicted. The hypothesis that D. S.
is only valid when read with a non-extensional 'or', is guaran-
teed if the reader can not find such an example.

The weakness of the argument -confessed in the quota-
tion- is obvious. A & B have no general argument against the
existence-of legitimate cases of D. S. with extensional 'or'.
They only show valid cases of intensional disjunction and ex-
hort the reader to find valid cases in which the disjunction
does not support a subjunctive conditional, hoping the reader
will fail. I will not only point out that A & B are not conclu-
sive; in what follows I will respond to the exhortation. To do
this I will adapt some interesting examples of conditionals
studied by Ernest Adams (see Bibliography). Let us consider
the disjunction.

(1) Oswald killed Kennedy or somebody else did it.

Let us imagine somebody who firmly believes that Kennedy
was killed by a lonely killer, although he is not sure that the
killer was Oswald. This conviction will make him believe that
(1) is true. Let us suppose now that this person comes to
admit also, due to additional evidence, that

(2) Oswald did not kill Kennedy.

I submit to the reader's intuition the following question:
having these two premises, the person of our example will
deduce
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(3) Somebody else (i.e., in context, somebody who was
not Oswald)killed Kennedy?

I have no doubt what the reader will answer. Let us ask
ourselves now if the person who believed in (1) ought to
admit that

(4) Had Not Oswaldkilled Kennedy, somebody else would
had done it.

Of course not. In order to believe (1), the conviction that
somebody killed Kennedy is enough. To believe (4), you
have to support some sort of theory of historic necessity or
inevitability.w or, at least, to suppose that Kennedy was a
victim of the conspiracy of severalpersons, any of which could
be replaced by another of them, if necessary. But obviously
there are clusters of coherent believesthat would endorse (1)
but not (4). We have, then, a non-trivial example that clearly
shows the possibility of a disjunction supporting D. S.without
entailing any subjunctive conditional of the kind described
before. Therefore, A & B's conjecture in the sense that the
inference 'A or B, 'VA / B' is admissibleif from 'A or B' it
can also be derived 'if it werenot the casethat A , then it would
be the case that B' ,is false. And this conjecture was alIA & B
had to offer against irrcstrict D. S. and Lewis' argument.

Some final comments on the usefulness of the example
adapted from Adams, and some theoretical considerations to
stregthen it, can be of some interest. It is not easy to refute
A & B's conjecture mentioned at the end of the last paragraph,
clearly enough. To do it, it is necessary to find a case of 'A
or B' that does not imply a subjunctive conditional; but
'A or B' always implies some kind of conditional (if you
accept 'A or B', then you accept that in some sense it is true
that 'if A is not true, then B is true'). And, as it is generally

10 Gladys Palau, explains in a recent paper, the meaning that could be given to
(4) (see Bibliography),
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not clear if a conditional has subjunctive connotations or not,
it can be very difficult to be sure a certain case of 'A or B'
has not subjunctive consequences. That is why Adams' analyses
are a considerable help at this point. Adams found examples
where it is clear that certain conditionals formulated in the
indicative do not imply the corresponding subjunctive condi-
tional. Adapting one of his examples (through the transforma-
tion of one of the indicative conditionals into disjunction) we
have found a case of 'A or B' which clearly does not imply
a subjunctive conditional (although it does imply a certain
indicative conditionalu ); since it is equally obvious that such a
case of 'A or B' admits of the application of D. S., we have
refuted the so-called need for a restriction of this rule, as
suggested by A & B. With the help of some recent theories on
subjunctive and counterfactual conditionals, a theoretical
explanation of why 'A or B' , supplemented with ''VA',
implies 'B', in cases when from 'A or B' alone 'if it were
not the case that A then it would be the case that B' does not
follow, can be given.u Although this explanation is not nec-
essary for our analysis -nor do I want to rest on it for my
argumentation since the theories I am going to mention are
not beyond controversy-, it will clarify a bit more the logical
questions analyzed. In broad outline, it can be said that, for
'A or B, 'VA / B' to be valid it is only necessary that 'A or
B' say something about the real world: that in that world
either occurs alternative A or occurs alternative B. This affir-
mation about the real world, complemented with the affirma-
tion that the first alternative does not take place, is enough
to justify the conclusion, since it refers to the real world too
(if I know that in the real world one of the alternatives takes

11 The statement (l) implies 'If Oswald did not kill Kennedy, somebody else
did it'; but there is a strong contrast in ordinary language between this affinna-
tion and sentence (4).

12 Bv the metatheorem of deduction. if 'A or B, 'VA I B' is valid. then 'A or
B I 'VA :JB' is valid too. Gladys Palau has pointed out to me that A & B's conjec-
ture amounts to saying that, at least in this case, the ' ::)' in the conclusion of the
metatheorem can be replaced by a subjunctive conditional. A & B give no argu-
ments in favor of the metatheorem 80 understood, and I show in the text that in
fact it would be false if it were formulated thus.
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place, but that it is not the first one, I can conclude that in
that world the other one takes place I. But if 'A or B' refers
only to the real world, we cannot derive from it that 'if it
were not the case that A then it would be the case that B',
because, according to the most recent theories, a subjunctive
conditional of this kind not only says something about the
real world: it says something, too, about what happens in
certain possible worlds. Therefore, in the semantics of theo-
ries like those of Stalnaker and David Lewis (see Bibliography),
we can build models in which 'A or B' is true in the real
world and 'if it were not the case that A it would be the case
that B' is false because the disjunction is not fulfilled in other
possible worlds. (Such a model is obtained in Stalnaker's
theory with these two assumptions: (i) In the real world it is
the case that A but not B; (ii) in the possible world more si-
milar to the actual one where it is not the case that A, neither
is it the case that B. 'A or B' is true by (i); 'if it were not
the case that A it would be the case that B' is false by (ii) )13 •

The analyses of subjunctive and counterfactual conditionals
with the help of a semantic of possible worlds give an idea of
why D. S. can be valid even with a disjunction which does
not support a subjunctive conditional.

I said before that only in section 16.3, A & B present argu-
ments against D. S.; really, in 16.2.2 they add an 'indepen-
dent proof' of D. So's general invalidity. But in the general
context of the discussion, such 'proof' has to be considered
either a joke or a petitio principii. They key paragraph of the
last section quoted says:

(... ) though A(A V B) -+ B holds for special cases, it does
not hold in general, for (here comes the "independent
proof" promised in 16.1), A(A V B) -+ B iff AA V JIB - B,
only if JIA -+ B, which is absurd. (p. 174).

13 It it a little bit more complicated to construct a model of this kind within
the theory of Lewis, because he has good reasons for not adopting a unicity assump-
tion that eimplifiee Stalnaker's layout (see Lewis, Counrer!actuall, pp, 77·831.
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D. S. is refuted in this quotation assumingthat Lewis'argu-
ment is invalid (since it precisely establishes that AA ...•B). Of
course, if you try to object to D.S. in order to attack Lewis'
argument, you cannot do so assuming the last one to be
invalid.

So, A & B's criticism of Lewis' argument is entirely inade-
quate. On the other hand, the "opposition" has an excellent
argument in favor of the thesis that there can be deduction
without relevance.A & B's situation is made worse since they
give great importance to intuitions and Lewis' argument
consists of very intuitive steps. A & B could try this defense:
it is true that there are intuitions that support the rules used
in Lewis' argument, but there are alsosomeagainst the validity
of A & "'A ....• B (see supra, ILL (iii) ), and then we have a
clash of intuitions rather than a one sided intuitive support to
Lewis. I think that this defense would be all right but I want
to end this analysis pointing out two important reasons why
I believe that in this clashof intuitions priority should be given
to those supporting Lewis' rules. First, these last intuitions
are more basic: they deal with very simple and common prin-
ciples of inference. Simplification could not be more obvious;
D. S. corresponds to the well-knownmethod of 'reasoning by
elimination '. Addition -as I remarked before- is automati-
cally applied in Mathematics. On the other hand, intuitions
against A & "'A ....• B deal with what happens in a logical si-
tuation in which laymen are never involved(who reasons from
explicit contradictions?) and much more complex that the
basic inferencial cases seen before. I do not pretend to be
conclusive about intuitions; I only try to persuade the reader
that if my intuitions on simple, frequently-used rules clash
with intuitions about more complex and less familiar, situa-
tions it seems reasonable, prima facie to keep the first ones
(because it seems to be easier to be wrong with respect to the
last ones). Because of theoretical reasons it could be better
to giveup the first ones rather than the second ones; but sueh
reasons must exist, and they ought to be important and con-
vincing. These are the reasons I have unsuccesfully looked for
in A & B's arguments. Besides this argument concerning the
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more basic character of the intuitions supporting Lewis' argu-
ment14 , there is a stronger theoretical-pragmatic reason for
givingpriority to those intuitions: to accept the others leads
to such a drastic revision of every logical theory availablethat
excellent arguments would be required to justify such a
decision.

4. An inconsistency in the "official" use of
'it foUows that'

A & B quote, on page 332, the following remark of Kleene
(from Introduction to Metamathematics, p. 532), on Quine's
Mathematical Logic:

See Rosser 1942 and Quine 1941, concerning the fact that
the Burali-Forti paradox arises in the system of this book
(although Cantor's paradox apparently is avoided)...

After quoting this, A & B invite the reader to speculate on
the question as to how wecan get, in the system discussed,one
paradox and not the other ,from the point of view of classical
deduction, which admits of A & A. ~ B (and the same would
hold with regard to intuitionistic logic). The remark is excel-
lent. It points to an inconsistency in the usc of the notion of
deducibility, since Kleene's affirmation is untenable using the
classical or intuitionist notion of deducibility. The inconsis-
tency seems to show that Kleene reasoned at one time, as if
he accepted the thesis that there is no deduction without
relevance, without noticing it. Granting this, what the quota-
tion affirms can be maintained: if we restrict ourselves to
"relevant" modes of inference it is possible to deduce one
paradox and not the other -unless, of course, in the system
of Mathematical Logic (lst ed.) there is an unknown, "direct"
proof of Cantor's paradox, but we have the hypothesis in the
discussion that there is no such thing.

14 Teaching experiences like those described briefly at the end of 11.1 give
additional 8Upport to the idea that Lewis' intuitions have a more basic character
than the intuition against 'A & 'VA. -+8'.
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The slip is meaningful and we will come back to it later
(section IV), but I will point out here that it gives no support
to the theses of A & B. And this is so because the author
quoted -or any other caught in a similar embarrassing situa-
tion- can always correct himself, accepting that whenever
one paradox can be deduced, so can the other, and making
clear that what he really meant can be better expressed if we
talk of "direct" proofs of the paradoxes, or something like
that.

5. Critical evaluation

We have seen that the arguments considered in 11.2and 11.4
are not conclusive: A & B's evidence there analyzed, can easily
be reinterpreted in a way not favorable to the theses of those
authors. The criticism of Lewis, studied in 11.3,lacks adequate
foundations and bases itself essentially on a false logical
conjecture. With respect to the intuitions in favour of relevant
logic, analyzed in III we have noticed that one of the stron-
gest -(iii)- shocks other intuitions we have judged to be
more worthy of consideration for various reasons (end of
11.3). The intuition against 'A -+. B -+ B' (Ill. (i) ) is only
indirectly affected by the analysis of 11.3. Reflections on ne-
cessity tend to support this formula (see note 6); the only
reason to reject it is the conviction that it can not be deduc-
tion if the premise 'has nothing to do' with the conclusion.
But the intuitions supporting Lewis' argument are against this
conviction, and therefore against the only evidence alleged
against the formula. (The case of 'A -+. B -+ A ' is less impor-
tant, since, as we have already seen, it can also be rejected
because of "classical" criterions). With respect to the intui-
tions depicted in 11.1. (ii), that also lead to a clash with theses
of classical logic, they are not really incompatible with the
existence of deduction without relevance: in effect, in that
case the "classical" theses that shock the intuition are a com-
bination of theses on conditionals and theses on deducibility,
and it could be argued that the first are mistaken and not the
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others (if we decide to accept the intuitive evidence in this
example).

This evaluation shows that A & B are far from having con-
clusively argued againt the classical analysis of deducibility.
Their position is all the more jeopardized if we remember that
they are forced to give a specially conclusive argumentation
because of the drastic and deep reform of logical theory
demanded by their criticisms. IS

There is another way of facing A & B's criticisms, which I
have not thought necessary to use. It is to observe that, even
if the intuitive notion of deducibility asks for relevance, the
employment of a technical concept, like that of-claasicalIogi-
cal theory, in which such a requisite is not indispensable,
could be very useful. But notice that our defense of Lewis'
argument leads to a more drastic rejection of A & B's criticism:
that argument would show that even with intuitively accepted
forms of deductive inference, "irrelevant" reasonings could
be justified. Because of this and other reasons, Lewis' argument
has a key position in our "counter attack" to the theses on
deducibility and relevance. Due to this it is important to
consider other possible criticisms of the argument, and this
will be the subject of the next section.

15 J. A. Robles has noticed a certain parallelism between thiJ fonn of facing
A & B'« "dissident logic", and the argumentation Hilbert used to oppose Brower'
when Brower attacked the principle of the excluded middle.
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RESUMEN

La logica cllisica (en adelante, 'LC), considera deductiuamente valido
un razonamiento como "llueve y no llueve; luego, la luna es de queso",
a pesar de ~ue no parece haber conexion significativa entre su premisa y
su conclusion. Los ''lOgiC08re.levantes" sostienen que la nocion cllisica
de deducibilidad es defectuosa pues, en un sentido intuitivo importante,
no puede haber deducibilidad sin conexion entre los contenidos de las
premisas y la conclusion. En consecuencia, tratan de desarrollar siste-
mas logicoe en los que no Bevaliden razonamientos como el citado antes
y Befonnalice un concepto altemativo de deducibilidad.

En este articulo Beexaminan criticamente las objeciones de la logic a
relevante a la nocion de deducibilidad de LC y Be defiende la tesis de
que tales objeciones est8n mal fundadas. En la seccion final (IV) Beana-
lizan el statu« y la utilidad que puedan tener los sistemas formales de
logica relevante.

I. El Entailment de Anderson y Belnap

Se describe brevemente el contenido de esta obra (en adelante citada
mediante la abreviatura 'A & B), la mas elaborada y completa sobre el
tema de la logica relevante.

II. Los argumentos de Anderson y Belnap

Se analizan los argumentos diseminadoe a 10 largo de A & B en con-
tra del concepto cllisico de deducibilidad.

1. EI elemento de juicio del rechazo intuitivo.

Se citan varios pasajes en que A& B utiIizan en apoyo de sus tesis fi-
IOsOficas el rechazo intuitivo euecitado por muchas inferencias validadas
por LC (por ejemplo, las de la fonnaA & -A / :.B). Se sugiere luego un
criterio para evaluar intuiciones "disidentea" de la logica e'tGndor: el
valor de tales intuiciones dependera del grado en que "persistan" ante
una argumentacion logica en contrario. Se posterga hasta el paragrafo
II.3 el examen de un argumento logico difundido por C. I. Lewis en
contra de las intuiciones que soportan la logica relevante.

2. EI criterio del editor de una revista matematica,
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Para hacer plausible las tesis de que los matematicos consideran inco-
rrectas las inferencias que carecen de relevancia, A & B imaginan una
situacion ficticia en que un matematico intenta publicar cierto articulo
en una revista especializada. Despuea de plantear una conjetura C, el
matematico sostiene en una nota que C implica logicamente el teorema
de completitud del calculo funcional (porque aunque C no tiene nada
que ver con ese teorema "tematicamente ", 10 implica -desde el punto
de vista de LC- por ser tal teorema una verdad necesaria). A & B consi-
deran que el editor rehusaria publicar tal nota considerando falso el
enunciado de implicacion logica aludido. Se sostiene en este trabajo que
si bien es plausible suponer lJUe se producira tal rechazo, puede inter-
pretarse que las razones podrian ser diferentes a las alegadas por A & B:
un matematico puede negarse a publicar razonatnientos torpemente
imitiles, aun cuando sean correctos, Se refuerza esta interpretacion al-
temativa dando ejemplos de otras inferencias que tam bien serian recha-
zadas a pesar de que son correctas aun en el sistema de A & B.

3. La critic a al argumento de Lewis.

. C. I. Lewis ofrece esta demostracion en apoyo de la validez del es-
quemaA & -A t : B:

1. A &-A
2. A
3. -A
4.A VB
5. B

~

remisa)
1, Simphficacion
1, Simplificacion~

(2, Adicion)
(3,4, Silogismo Disyuntivo)

A & B solo tienen una conjetura logica en contra de este argumento:
piensan que el Silogismo Disyuntivo solo es valido si la premisa disyun-
tiva "A 0 B" utiliza un "0" intensional, cuyo caracter se pone de mani-
fiesto porque "A 0 B" implica el condicional subjuntivo "si no se diera A
Be daria B" (mas brevemente: "A 0 B, -A / B" es valido solo si de "A 0
B" puede derivarse "si no se dieraA, se daria B'). La Adicion, en cam-
bio, solo es valida con un "0" extensional. En ese caso, el paso de 3 y 4 a
5 exige que el "0" de 4 sea intensional, y el paso de 2 a 4 solo eslegitirno
si tal "0" es extensional. EI argumento de Lewis seria una falacia de
equivoco.

Se refuta la conjetura sobre el Silogisrno Disyuntivo, usando estos
enunciad08:

IIIOswald mato a Kennedy u otro 10 hizo.
2 Oswald no mato a Kennedy.
3 Otro 10 hizo.

(4) Si Oswald no hubise matado a Kennedy, otro 10 hubiese hecho.
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Claramente, (1) y (2) implican (3), pero (1) no implica (4), en contra
de la conjetura de A & B. Se refuerza con consideraciones teo ricas el
U80 de este contraejemplo.

El argumento de Lewis Beapoya en reglas intuitivas para probar algo
que la intuicion rechaza, como Bevio en II.I. Tenemos pues, un choque
de intuiciones, Se argumenta en el trabajo que en este choque se debe
dar prioridad a las intuiciones que apoyan el argumento de Lewis, por
ser mas basicas, y ocuparse de situaciones logicas mas simples y frecuen-
tes. Algunas consideracionea pragmatic as refuerzan esta conclusion.

En el paragrafo 11.4 ee analiza un argumento de A & B de menos im-
portancia y en 11.5 Behace un balance critico de la discusion desarrolla-
da en los cuatro paragrafos precedentes.

(En las secciones III y IV l que Bepublicaran en el proximo mirnero
de Critica, Be analizan argumentos de otros autores en favor de la logica
relevante y Be examinan el status filosofico y utilidad de los sistemas
form ales de logiea relevante.)

[R.O.]
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